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Introduction
Introducing the Cyprus Human Capital Trends - 2016
Message from Country Leader:

The key theme of the report this year, “The new organisation: Different by design,” reflects
our strong conviction that in 2016 business leaders must radically evolve their
organisation to cope with a series of new disruptors. These include a raft of demographic
changes that have made the workforce both younger and older, and are driving the need
for talent solutions that meet the needs of multiple generations; the rise of digital
technology; the increased pace of change in business models; and a shift in the way the
psychological contract between employer and employee works, with employees looking to
move employer more frequently in the course of their careers.

George Pantelides
Partner

To tackle these challenges, HR must play a critical role in supporting the business in its own transition to a new
organisation; to do so effectively, however, it must itself be fully prepared to embrace change. This year’s
survey findings confirm this view: while both globally and in Cyprus the critical trends from previous years,
such as culture, leadership and engagement remain important, for the first time organisational design came in
the top 3 in the ranking of trends. This trend focusses specifically on the deconstruction or re-imagining of
workplace structure and the shift from top-down hierarchy to a network of teams to deliver results faster.
Specifically, in Cyprus the top trend is culture and it differs from Global and EMEA. 93% of respondents to the
2016 survey believe that culture is a potential competitive advantage. Today, new tools can help leaders
measure and manage culture towards alignment with business goals. We hope this report will provide your
organisation with insights into the key challenges and opportunities on the horizon for HR in Cyprus.
We would also encourage you to look at the much more detailed global report and interactive survey
dashboard available at www.deloitte.com/cy/hctrends
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Global Human Capital Trends 2016

One of the
largest-ever
HR and talent
studies

7,000+

130

Business and HR
leaders

countries
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Disrupting the workforce landscape

Demographic
paradoxes:
Millennials* make
up more than half
the workforce,
and Boomers **
are working into
their 70s and 80s.

Digital technology
is everywhere:
Technology is
disrupting business
models and
radically changing
the workplace and
how work is done.

Rate of change
has accelerated:
Business must
become more agile
to keep up with
the rapid pace
of change.

New social
contract between
companies
and workers:
Younger workers
demand rapid career
growth, compelling
and flexible workplace,
and a sense of
purpose at work.

*Millennials: born 1983 – 2000
**Boomers: born 1946 – 1964
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Overview of Human Capital Trends
This year’s 10 trends


10 critical Human Capital Trends have been identified for 2016:

ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN

DESIGN THINKING

LEADERSHIP AWAKEN

HR

SHAPE CULTURE

PEOPLE ANALYTICS

ENGAGEMENT

DIGITAL HR

LEARNING

THE GIG ECONOMY

- The trend refers to capabilities of the HR function -
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Human Capital Trends Survey Demographics

Respondent Demographics – Global Level
The Survey represents a broad diversity across industries.

Respondents are mainly HR leaders (68%)

Professional Services

8%

5%

Financial Services

14%

Other

8%
15%

32%

Consumer Business
Manufacturing

11%
14%

12%

Non HR

68%

HR

Technology, Media, and
Telecommunications
Public Sector
Energy and Resources

13%

Life Sciences and Health
Care

21%

Small (1 to
1,000)
24%

48%
Medium
(1,00110,000)

29%

Mid-Level

53%
26%

C-suite
Individual
Contributor

Large (10,000
+)

The majority of organizations are small
businesses (48%).

Middle and top level managers
representing the 79%.
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Respondent Demographics – Local Level
24%

Business Segment

76%
Small (1 to 1,000)

Job Function

Medium (1,001-10,000)

24%

76%

Organization Level
Non HR

HR

24%
48%

28%

Mid-Level

C-suite

Individual Contributor
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Human Capital Trends A global snapshot… a local point-of view

Importance of Human Capital trends to businesses

Global
92%
92%

Organizational design

% very
important
2016

% very
important
2015

56%

…
50%

Leadership Awakened

89%
89%

57%

Culture

86%
87%

54%
50%

85%
86%

Engagement
Learning

84%

Design thinking

79%

HR

78%

People analytics
Digital HR
The gig economy

77%
73%
70%

48%
44%

39%

39%

…

36%

39%

36%

29%

32%

…

28%

…

Priorities by Industry - Global

Trends

Global

Organizational
1. (92%)
design

Consumer Energy and
Business Resources

Financial
Services

Technology,
Life Sciences
Professional
Media &
and Health Manufacturing
Public Sector Real Estate
Services
Telecommun
Care
ications

Other

1. (93%)

1. (92%)

1. (93%)

1. (92%)

1. (94%)

1. (91%)

1. (87%)

1. (98%)

1. (92%)

1. (91%)

Leadership
Awakened

2. (89%)

3. (88%)

2. (86%)

2. (91%)

2. (90%)

2. (92%)

2. (90%)

2. (85%)

2. (95%)

2. (88%)

2. (87%)

Culture

3. (87%)

2. (89%)

3. (82%)

3. (89%)

3. (87%)

4. (86%)

3. (86%)

4. (80%)

3. (89%)

3. (86%)

3. (89%)

Engagement

4. (86%)

4. (85%)

3. (82%)

4. (87%)

4. (86%)

3. (88%)

4. (84%)

3. (83%)

5. (83%)

4. (85%)

4. (86%)

Learning

5. (84%)

5. (83%)

4. (81%)

5. (85%)

5. (84%)

5. (84%)

3. (86%)

3. (83%)

3. (89%)

5. (83%)

4. (86%)

Design thinking

(79%)

(77%)

(74%)

(80%)

(79%)

(78%)

5. (82%)

5. (74%)

4. (85%)

5. (83%)

(77%)

HR

(78%)

(81%)

5. (79%)

(80%)

(83%)

(80%)

(70%)

(75%)

(80%)

(76%)

5. (80%)

People
analytics

(77%)

(79%)

(77%)

(80%)

(80%)

(76%)

(74%)

(73%)

(78%)

(78%)

(79%)

Digital HR

(73%)

(73%)

(72%)

(75%)

(75%)

(68%)

(72%)

(74%)

(75%)

(78%)

(75%)

The gig
economy

(70%)

(69%)

(74%)

(65%)

(68%)

(73%)

(71%)

(74%)

(75%)

(69%)

(75%)

Very Important

Important

Somewhat Important
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Importance of Human Capital trends to businesses

Cyprus

EMEA
Organizational design

92%

Leadership Awakened

88%

Culture
Leadership Awakened

Culture

85%

Organizational design

Engagement

85%

People analytics

Learning

83%

93%
91%
89%
87%

Learning

85%

HR

78%

HR

83%

Design thinking

78%

Engagement

83%

People analytics

75%

Design thinking

76%

Digital HR

75%

The gig economy

76%

The gig economy

68%

Digital HR

59%

Analysis of Human Capital Capability Gap Vs Priority Areas
Analysis of Results

•

The Global Human Capital Survey measures both the importance of critical trends and issues
and organizations’ perceived readiness to address the challenges. The difference between
the importance and readiness for specific trends is the “Capability Gap”– a measure of how
prepared organizations are to respond to the most urgent human capital issues.

•

The importance, readiness and capability gaps for the top ten Human Capital trends for
Cyprus, EMEA and Globally are presented in the following section.
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Analysis of Human Capital Capability Gap (Vs. priority areas)
Analysis of Results

Global
44%
45%

39%
41%

89%
77%

85%
74%

32%

44%

32%

People
analytics

Leadership
Awakened

Digital HR

46%

39%

38%

79%

78%

40%

40%
HR

Engagement Design thinking

38%

38%
42%

45%
88%

86%

71%

46%

57%

55%

54%

Learning

Organizational
design

Culture

The gig
economy

31%

46%

33%

People
analytics

Leadership
Awakened

Digital HR

36%

37%

29%
14%

92%

86%

85%

78%

78%

83%

47%

41%

41%

47%

59%

56%

54%

HR

Learning

Organizational
design

Culture

The gig
economy

75%

75%

17%

33%
38%

31%

92%

84%

EMEA
43%

35%

Engagement Design thinking

68%

Cyprus
57%

87%

46%
91%

44%
83%

44%
83%

41%
85%

26%

33%

24%

28%
89%

76%

28%

93%
76%

59%

30%

44%

39%

39%

44%

People
analytics

Leadership
Awakened

HR

Engagement

Learning
Readiness

56%

48%

Organizational Design thinking
design
Urgency

Gap

31%
Digital HR

67%

52%

Culture

The gig
economy

Analysis of Human Capital Capability Gap Vs Priority Areas
Analysis of Results

 The largest gap between importance and readiness, on all levels appears to be on People Analytics,
and Leadership.

- This year it appears that the top 3 trends are similar through all levels ( Global, EMEA and Cyprus),
and are Organizational Design, Leadership Awaken and Culture. In Cyprus, the top trend is Culture
which differs from Global and EMEA level which is Organizational Design.
- As shown in the previous diagrams, People Analytics and Leadership have the largest gap between
importance and readiness, with Digital HR and Engagement following. In Cyprus, HR capability has
also a significant gap and comes in third after People Analytics and Leadership.

© 2016 Deloitte Limited. All rights reserved
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Human Capital Trends Analysis per Trend

Culture
- Globally
Culture-Cyprus
Shape culture, drive strategy

Culture helps

bind people
together and can
drive execution
and consistency

82

%

28

believe “culture is a
potential competitive
advantage”

believe they understand their
% culture well today

19

%

believe they have
the “right culture”

86%

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

Culture - Cyprus
Shape culture, drive strategy

93%

say the trend
as “very important”
or “important”

Senior leaders
must work with
HR to align culture
to business goals

64%

89

%

believe “culture is a
potential competitive
advantage”

believe they need to change
their culture due to changing
% competition and talent
markets

53
21

%

Believe they are excellent at
aligning employees and
personal goals with corporate
purpose

Believe that culture is clear
enough but with areas of
misalignment or it is not clear
and consistent and needs
improvement

Leadership awakened - Globally
Cyprus

89%

Generations & teams

59

%

Need different

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

have little or no
investment on
diversity in
leadership

types of leaders,
who are effective
as an individual
and in teams,
at all levels

7

have strong programs to

% build Millennial leaders

13
14
%

have strong programs to
build Global leadership

%

described themselves as
“strong” at succession
planning throughout the
business

Leadership awakened - Cyprus

91%

Generations & teams

Initiatives to
develop versatile
leaders require rigorous
structure backed by data

34

%

8%

have little or no
investment on
diversity in
leadership

have strong programs to
build Millennial leaders

10%

62%
Currently updating or recently updated
their leadership development strategy

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

21%

described themselves as
“excellent” at succession
planning throughout the
business
Significant growth (more than
10%) on plans for expanding and
investing in leadership programs

Organizational design - Globally
Cyprus
The rise of teams

Shift from topdown hierarchy to

a network of
teams to deliver

Only

%

of large companies
are organized
functionally today

results faster

83

%

21
14
12

25

Have recently reorganized
or plan to this year

feel expert at building cross-

% functional teams

believe their companies are very ready to
% effectively redesign their organizations
understand the way their people

% work together in networks

92%

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

Organizational design - Cyprus

56% of companies in
Cyprus are still
organized functionally

62

%

29
24
8

Are currently reorganizing
or plan to reorganize

feel expert at building cross-

% functional teams

state that they a very good understanding of
% companies' best practices in organization
structure

%

89

%

The rise of teams

understand the way their people
work together in networks

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

41%
of the respondents state that
their organization is partially
effective in achieving goals

People analytics - Globally
Cyprus

77%

Gaining speed
People analytics
brings together
HR and business
data

32

40

%

%

of companies are
“ready” for people
analytics, up 1/3
from last year

51

48

%

of companies report
replacing core HR
systems over next
two years

%

are now using HR data to
predict and improve workforce
performance

feel they are conducting multi-year
workforce planning

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

People analytics - Cyprus

87%

Gaining speed
HR and Business Leader in Cyprus
recognize the value of People
Analytics, but acknowledge that
they don’t utilize them effectively
yet

The challenge will
be to transform
insights into real,
tangible business
value

Areas where HR analytics is used
20%

16%
13%

14%

67%

11%

10%

8%

3%

33%
0%

Recruiting and Retention and
sourcing
attrition
prediction

Workface
planning

Compensation

Benefits

50%

believe that they have
‘’good’’ quality of data
to support HR analytics

18%

17%

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

Performance Career pathing
managment and succession
management

Other

Learning - Globally
Cyprus

84%

Employees take charge

Employees
today demand
learning
opportunities that
fit their individual
needs and
schedules

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

only

8%
of companies believe
they deliver “very
effective” learning

More companies using
employee-centric learning models

43

%

of companies are
now embracing
MOOCs
to train employees

15%

of companies are
using advanced video,
triple last year

Learning - Cyprus
Employees take charge

Learning must be
a continuous
process, not an
episodic event,
and a company-wide
responsibility, not
confined to HR

32% of companies use external certification

85%

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

60%
of companies in Cyprus
believe they deliver
“effective” learning

programs to support employee development

10

%

of companies are
now embracing
Massive Open
Online Courses
to train
employees

14%

of companies are
using advanced media (gaming,
video, simulation) as learning
techniques

Capabilities of HR Function - Globally

78%

Growing momentum towards a new mandate

Significant
progress in employee
engagement, culture,
analytics, and adoption of

cloud-based
HR technology

Company capabilities
in talent practices

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

Percent change in
readiness index
from
2015 to 2016

Leadership development

14%

Employee engagement and
culture

13%

Analytics

11%

Learning

7%

14

%

increase in HR
alignment
with the business
since 2014

Capabilities of HR Function

83%

Growing momentum towards a new mandate

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

HR and Talent programs

Global

5%
33%

9%

21%

EMEA

32%
5%

9%
22%

32%

Cyprus
12%

21%

32%

Underperforming
Adequate
Excellent

3%

Getting By
Good
47%

18%

Capabilities of HR Function
Growing momentum towards a new mandate

HR capabilities
should continue to

evolve

HR investment in next 12-18 months
50%

40%

35%

36% 37%

35%

35%

29%

30%

21%
20%
13%

13%
9%

10%

6% 6%
3%

4% 3% 3%

6% 6%

0%
Significantly increase
(more than 5%)

Increase (1-5%)

Remain the same
(0%)

Global

EMEA

Decrease (1-5%)

CYPRUS

Significantly decrease
(more than 5%)

Not applicable

Engagement - Cyprus

85%

Always on

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

Despite the emergence of many tools for
frequently evaluating employee
sentiment,

64

%

11
4

of organizations
still measure
employee
engagement only
once a year

are excellent at providing programs
for young, old, and multi% generational workforce

believe they fully engage
% Millennials and other
generations

Engagement - Cyprus

83%

Always on

Engagement survey
is shifting from
once per year to

Always on!

14

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

believe they fully
engage Millennials
%
and other
generations

43%
of Cypriot companies believe they
are weak at providing programs for
young, old and multi-generational
workforce

Despite the emergence of many tools for frequently
evaluating employee sentiment,

55

%

of organizations
still measure
employee
engagement only
once a year

Design thinking
Design
thinking - Globally

Crafting
the employee
experience
Crafting
the employee

Requires new

HR skill sets
from digital and user
experience design to
behavioral economics

74

%

find their work
environment complex

19
10

have programs to help
manage work and
% information overload

regularly use design thinking in
% their HR and L&D programs

experience

79%

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

Design thinking - Cyprus
Crafting the employee experience

76%

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

Design Thinking takes aim
at the heart of unnecessary
workplace complexity by
putting the employee
experience first- productivity
solutions that are
compelling, enjoyable
and simple

20

have programs to help
manage work and
% information overload

Only 20% believe that design
thinking is principal in HR and
talent programs

HR’s focus
shifts from
“process builder”
to “engagement

architect”
*Limited number of responses in the local Survey for the specific Trend

The
gigeconomy
economy - Globally
The
gig

Distraction
or disruption?
Distraction
or disruption?

The corporate workforce
globally is changing:
Increasing use of
contingent freelance
workers and growing the
role of robotics and smart
machines

One-third of
US workers are
freelancers — and
growing

51

%

42

%

expect to increase
contingent workers in
next 3-5 years

expect to increase the use of robotics
and cognitive technologies

71%

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

The gig economy - Cyprus
Distraction or disruption?

76%

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

How can a business manage talent effectively when many, or even most, of its
people in the future will not actually be its employees?

46%

Of local companies stated that they are excellent
at understanding current skills and capability gaps

60

%

41

%

expect to increase
contingent workers in
next 3-5 years as
compared to past 3-5
years

expect to increase the use of robotics and
cognitive technologies

*Limited number of responses in the local Survey for the specific Trend

This type of
employment is not
very commonly used
in Cyprus at the
moment, but an
emerging trend
globally

Digital HR
Digital
HR - Globally

74%

Revolution,
not evolution
Revolution,
not evolution

Fewer than

Digital HR brings together
SMAC technologies to
improve the employee
and candidate experience

20
59

are deploying HR

% mobile apps today

are developing mobile
% apps for HR transactions

Only

9

%

of companies are
“very ready” for
digital HR

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

Digital HR - Cyprus

59%

Revolution, not evolution

Mobile and other
technologies could allow
HR leaders to
revolutionize the
employee experience
through new digital
platforms and apps

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

45

% are currently renovating

the state of organization’s digital
HR capability

40

% state excellent in

implementing HR technology
that is up to date, easy to use
and mobile accessible
Recent research
shows HR
thatincreases
Digital
Digital
HR is said
to
employee
engagement
increase employee
engagement

*Limited number of responses in the local Survey for the specific Trend
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Overview of Human Capital Trends
Key Messages to consider
Organisational design - The rise of teams: Hierarchical organisational models aren’t just
being turned upside down – they’re being deconstructed from the inside out. Businesses
are reinventing themselves to operate as networks of teams to keep pace with the
challenges of a fluid, unpredictable world.

Leadership awakened – Generations & teams : Leaders of all ages, genders, and cultures
are now poised to take the reins at organisations around the world. How ready will these
future business leaders be to take charge in an increasingly complex global marketplace?
Culture - Shape culture, drive strategy: The impact of culture on business is hard to
overstate: 82 percent of respondents to the 2016 Global Human Capital Trends survey
believe that culture is a potential competitive advantage. Today, new tools can help
leaders measure and manage culture towards alignment with business goals.
Engagement - Always on: Employee engagement and retention today means
understanding an empowered workforce’s desire for flexibility, creativity, and purpose.
Under the evolving social contract between employer and employee, workers become
“volunteers” to be re-engaged and re-recruited each day.
Learning - Employees take charge: Corporate learning departments are changing from
education providers to content curators and experience facilitators, developing innovative
platforms that turn employee learning and development into a self-driven pursuit.
© 2016 Deloitte Limited. All rights reserved

Overview of Human Capital Trends
Key Messages to consider
Design thinking - Crafting the employee experience: Design thinking takes aim at the heart of
unnecessary workplace complexity by putting the employee experience first – helping to
improve productivity by designing solutions that are at once compelling, enjoyable and
simple.

HR - Growing momentum toward a new mandate: Good news: this year’s Global Human
Capital Trends survey shows an improvement in the HR organisation’s skills, business
alignment, and ability to innovate. But as companies change the way they are organised, they
must embrace the changing role of HR as well.
People analytics - Gaining speed: The use of analytics in HR is growing, with organisations
aggressively building people analytics teams, buying analytics offerings, and developing
analytics solutions. HR now has the chance to demonstrate ROI on its analytics efforts,
helping to make the case for further investment.
Digital HR - Revolution, not evolution: A new world for HR technology and design teams is on
the horizon. Mobile and other technologies could allow HR leaders to revolutionise the
employee experience through new digital platforms, apps, and ways of delivering HR services.
The gig economy - Distraction or disruption?: How can a business manage talent effectively
when many, or even most, of its people are not actually its employees? Networks of people
who work without any formal employment agreement – as well as the growing use of
machines as talent – are reshaping the talent management equation.
© 2016 Deloitte Limited. All rights reserved

For more information on Global - EMEA - Cyprus Human Capital Trends for 2016,
please contact Deloitte’s Human Capital Services at + 357 22 360 300.
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